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a b s t r a c t

Internet of things is a new pattern in wireless communications of things. The basic theory of IoT is
the comprehensive presence of different kinds of things in surrounding environment. The three main
dimensions of data security in the Internet are integration, privacy and availability. One of the major
tools for maintaining the security of Internet medical things is biometric technology. Biometric systems
are used in different fields of the smart healthcare. In this regard, we also need a means for identifying
people’s identity based on their physical characteristics; the use of biometric data is absolutely critical for
IoT functions. Considering this emerging pattern, everything integrated will connect to a virtual chain
of connected things with address in the dynamic world of networks. Given the importance of secure
connections of things to the Internet and access to them, biometric features are used as identifiers;
because they cannot be borrowed, bought, forgotten and they are very difficult to forge or copy. The smart
healthcare and IoT resulted in the emergence of a new standard in the applications of biometric data. In
this paper, we present a new standard for applying biometric technology to develop smart healthcare
using IoT which includes high capacity to access data in addition to being easy to use. In this paper, we
reached a more secure way of accessing IoT based on biometrics and fast identity standard by which we
can expect significant advances in smart healthcare systems.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

IoT is a system in which everyday things can be equipped with
identifying, measuring, network and processing capabilities; and
in this way a device can communicate with other devices and
can provide service to achieve a particular goal via the Internet.
Finally, the devices which make use of the Internet of Things will
be present everywhere, context-aware and able to comprehend
the ambient intelligence. In fact, many challenging issues still
need to be examined, and social and technology nodes must come
together to becomeone beforewidespread adoption of the Internet
of Things [1,2]. Regarding authentication, the approach presented
in [3] uses a custom packaging mechanism, uses the intelligent
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business security protocol- the IoT intelligent security service pro-
gram protocol. The innovations of IoT Foundation by Feng & Yang
about the intelligent platform of IoT were examined [4–10]. In
addition to these innovations, therewere constanly some efforts to
evaluate the activity of certified lables using RFID [11]. Moreover,
the evidence theory [11] and mobile temporary social networks
[12] lead us to advance IoT. IoT is considered a new concept in
the world of communications and technologies which is, in brief, a
modern technology through which every entity (humans, animals
or things) is provided with data transfer through communication
networks via the Internet or intranet. IoT is based on wireless
radio waves which make it possible for different devices connect
to each other via the Internet. This means that if there is a new
path of opportunities for challenges, the extent and scope of IoT
will grow ([13–18,4,19,20]). Most of the countries provided long-
term national strategies for the implementation of IoT in service
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level; for example in Japan, the bandwidth access provided facil-
ities for person-to-person, person-to-object and object-to-object
communications [21–23]. In a similarway, the intelligent homes in
South Korea allow people to gain remote access to objects [24–28].
Singapore next generation of I-Hub [29,30] is aimed to implement
the next generation of U-type network in a secure and compre-
hensive framework [31]. In particular, companies need to collect
and convert data so that they can advance towards the purposes
such as competitive advantage, production of new products and
consequently towards growth [32,33,10]. The use of data allows
for storing, managing and processing a vast variety of information.
In addition, the use of data guarantees an acceptable speed which
provides facilities and capacities for companies, researchers and
consumers with regard to features including volume, amount,
variety, accuracy and speed. For this reason, IoT is also capable of
controlling access to crucial data.Moreover, although IDs and pass-
words of the cards limit the access, these processes can be easily
cracked and they are consequently considered unreliable. Biomet-
ric technology is of a variety of uses for the protection of personal
and organizational properties whose main purpose is providing an
adequate substitute for traditional access control systems. In the
proposed system, a continuous secure solution between the levels
is presented using biometric. The rest of the paper is structured
as follows; In Section 2, the different perspectives of the reviewed
papers about IoT and biometric technology and smart healthcare
system are presented. In Section 3, the biometric technology and
fast identity online are introduced. In Section 4, the infrastructure
of the IoT based on biometric in smart healthcare system are
described. In Section 5, the Findings are presented. In Section 6,
we propose discussion. In Section 7, we provide conclusions and
future trends.

2. Related work

Internet of thing (IoT) is defined as the substructure of the
dynamic global network which has self-configuration functions
based on interactive and standard communication protocols in
which physical and virtual ‘‘things’’ have identity, physical charac-
teristic and virtual character,makeuse of intelligent interfaces, and
connect flawlessly to data network. The basis of IoT has been devel-
oped based on many technologies including ambient intelligence,
Internet protocol, communication technologies (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
and ZigBee), embedded devices (RFID orwireless sensor networks)
and application programs [34]. Biometric systems are considered a
group of technologies and techniques which are used for detecting
and identifying human identity with physiological and behavioral
characteristics. One of themost important advantages of biometric
technology is that the characteristics which are used as identifiers
cannot be either transferred or bought, and they are very difficult to
forge or copy. Unlike other access control technologies, biometric
identifiers cannot be either forgotten or stolen; for example, pass-
words are easily forgotten, and keys and cards can be simply lost or
taken from us by force whereas our communication with IoT can
be maintained easily and securely using biometric traits [22].

On the other hand, IoT can also be linkedwith data. Aswe know,
mankind has always been trying to gather existing information
and seek new information due to the tendency to improve his
conditions. Data traffic analysis is highly influenced by location
data and in turn by location privacy ([35,36,19,37]). Extracting
information from data sources is of high importance for improving
living conditions.

2.1. Internet of Things (IoT)

Themain rules seek tomake the interaction between connected
devices possible as much as possible. We also try to keep them
always in a high degree of intelligence by enabling compatibility
and their independent behavior in away that at the same time they
can guarantee reliability, security, and privacy. Table 1 shows the
prediction of the evolution in the technologies underlying the In-
ternet of Things which includes network, software and algorithms,
hardware and data processing.

Based on the basic idea of the Internet of Things, it is assumed
that everyday items such as vehicles, refrigerators and ice makers,
medical supplies and in general consumer goods is facilitated with
remote sensing and tracking capabilities. When this idea become
quite real, Internet of Things like any information system insists on
a combination of software, hardware and architecture. The main
functions of the Internet of Things is depicted in Fig. 1 [35].

In summary, we continue with the three main feature of the
system-level Internet of Things as follows:

1. Everything communicates: smart things are able to com-
municate wirelessly among themselves and form ad hoc
networks of connected things.

2. Everything is detected: smart things are detected with a
digital name: Whenever a physical connection cannot be
established, connection between things can be made in the
digital realm.

3. Everything interacts: smart things can interactwith the local
environment through receiving and enabling the capabili-
ties whenever provided.

2.2. Smart healthcare system

During field and library surveys, some examples of activities
in the field of smart healthcare systems were reviewed and after
classifying according to Table 1, the proposed system for designing
and implementing security policies was selected as follows. The
Table 2 shows the sign √ meaning existence and the sign X means
the absence or use of the property listed in Table 2, Paknejad and
Hamidi [40].

In the research [12], data labeling is proposed for privacy man-
agement in the IoT. Using the techniques adopted for controlling
the flow of information, data representing network events can be
tagged with numerous private features; such tagging allow the
system to argue about data flows and to maintain the privacy
of individuals. Although the exploitation of tagging in resource-
limited sensor nodes may not be a lasting solution, because tags
may be very large due to sensitivity and data volumes, so they
create an overhead. Obviously, this mode is not suitable for the IoT.

In the research [21], a user -controlled access control privacy
protocol by the K user is proposed, which is based on anonymous
privacy policies. Note that privacy protection mechanisms have
been investigated: users can control which personal data they
collect and access, who has access to these data, andwhen they can
take place. In [34], continuous naming of data flows was presented
through an adaptive cluster. This is a cluster-based scheme that
guarantees namelessness, novelty, and latency restrictions on data
flows, which thus increases the privacy practices (for example,
k-anonymous) that are designed for the fixed data set, not for
continuous data, infinite, and transient currents. More precisely,
Turkanović et al. [14] modeled k-anonymous data flows and iden-
tified unnamed clusters of k that use tuple-like pseudoscientific
signatures to maintain sensitive data privacy. In sum, the pri-
vacy requirements in the IoT are currently only partially covered,
and there is a wide range of research issues for review, which
require the definition of privacy policies starting with a well-
defined model [41] and adaptive development, which refers to the
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Table 1
Key development of the Internet of Things technologies

Before-2010 2010–2015 2015–2020 2020-After

Network Sensor networks Self-organizing and self-aware
networks

Knowledge of networking Network knowledge

Software and
algorithms

Relational database integrity The location transparency of
sensor network

Goal-oriented software Self-modifying and intuitive
networks

Hardware RDBMS towards the Internet
of Things

Delay-tolerant networking Published information, problem
solving

User-oriented software

Data processing Event-based fields
(foundations)

Storage and electricity networks Things–things cooperation in
environments

Invisible IoT

Fig. 1. The main functions of the Internet of Things.

Table 2
Outstanding studies in the smart healthcare system.
References Using the Internet

of things sensors?
Using image
processing?

The infrastructure
proposal for the Internet
of things with cloud?

Identifying each
individual patient?

Considering
emotional aspects?

Considering the
security of the
infrastructure?

Emmerson [38] √ X √ X X X
Kothmayr et al. [39] X √ X X X X
Roman et al. [26,25] √ X √ X X X
Du et al. [10] √ X √ X X X
Hamidi and Chavoshi [13] √ √ √ √ √ X
Smart healthcare system √ √ √ √ √ √

scalability and dynamic environment that defines IoT scenarios.
In fact, the acquisition of privacy requirements at the very early
stages of this development is fundamental to creating sufficient
public confidence and facilitating the adoption of new IoT systems.

2.3. Biometrics

Each characteristic of human can be used as a biometric trait
provided that it has the following four features:

• Universality: all people have it (being common).
• Distinctiveness: not the same for two individuals (being dif-

ferent).
• Permanence: with no change during the time (lasting long).
• Collectability: quantitatively measurable.

The other three factors must be observed for everyday life appli-
cations: Performance (accuracy, speed), Access (for users is harm-
less) and High Security [42]. Concerning that rapid diagnosis and
security matter in the Internet, we focus on studying the papers in
the field of biometric application as Table 3.

3. Biometric technology and fast identity online

The required basic performance in biometrics is measured by
four factors: accuracy, scale, security and privacy. There are five

common elements for biometric systems including enrollment,
biometric reference, comparison, networking, and personal bio-
metric criteria [42]. Zhang et al. [12] had experimental studies on
various biometric techniques based on seven factors in common
circumstances including universality, uniqueness, permanence,
collectability, performance, acceptability and circumvention. The
study is based on the two grounds: physiological biometrics and
behavioral biometrics. The examined physiological biometrics in-
clude fingerprint, face, iris, hand geometry and palm print recog-
nition. The examined behavioral biometrics include voice recog-
nition, signature recognition, gain recognition, behavior profile,
keystroke dynamics, and touch dynamics. In comparison to tradi-
tional identification methods like password or ID, we can mention
some advantages of biometrics: ‘‘cannot be transferred’’, ‘‘cannot
be stolen’’, ‘‘cannot be lost or forgotten’’, ‘‘cannot be broken’’, and
‘‘cannot be guessed’’. Given that about 48% of banks use fingerprint
biometrics in banking operations, IoT’s fast identity online can
make them even more secure (Fig. 2).

After studying on the steps of using this kind of technology, we
examined the performance and acceptability of other biometric
features as presented in Table 4. In this section, we focus on the
weak and strong points of biometric techniques. Studying the
techniques indicated the importance of fingerprint in comparison
with other ones.
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Table 3
The papers studied in the field of biometrics.
Authors Title Description

Di Nardo [43] Biometric technology: function, emerging trends
and vulnerability

This paper gives an overall view on various biometric technologies with their
related challenges and vulnerability.

Goldberger et al. [44] Empirical evidence for correct iris match score
degradation with increased time-lapse between
gallery and probe matches

A study on the effects of aging on iris pattern with IrisBEE algorithm and LG 2200
camera on 26 samples.

Aggarwal and Abdelzaher [45] New remote user authentication method with
fingerprint biometrics using chaotic hash
function on mobile phone

An introduction to a new remote user authentication method with biometric
fingerprint recognition

Dijkman et al. [32] Empirical evidence of the effects of aging on
biometric iris recognition

A study on the effects of aging on iris pattern with IrisBEE and VeriEye algorithms
and LG 4000 camera on 86 samples.

Eskandari et al. [46] Biometrics in online banking: a case for usability An introduction to the biometric authentication system for online banking

Farooq et al. [47] On the security and usability of dual credential
authentication in UK online banking

This papers includes the results of a study on the security and usability of dual
credential authentication used in more than 10 banks in UK.

He et al. [48] Analyzing the aging of iris in biometric
recognition

A study on the effects of aging on iris pattern with VeriEye algorithm and LG 4000
camera on 644 samples.

Verma and Jain [49] A study on biometric-basic banking in global
banks and introducing a biometric model for the
banking system in Iran

A study on biometric programs in the global banking industry.

Sharma et al. [21] Authentication in online banking systems with
quantum cryptography

This paper presents an authentication model in online banking based on quantum
cryptography.

Hossain et al. [50] The phenomenon of aging in iris recognition A study on the effects of aging on iris pattern with VeriEye algorithm and LG 4000
camera on 644 samples.

Karimian et al. [51] A new implicit password authentication system
(IPAS) based on image for mobile and
non-mobile devices

An introduction to implicit password authentication system

Li et al. [9] Biometrics technology evaluating and selecting
model building

A study on biometric techniques with various standards

Tehranipoor et al. [52] LumaCert: conception and creation of new
digital certificate for online users in e-banking
systems

In this work, an alternative method is introduced for designing e-banking systems
based on a new solution to authentication and security with the help of the digital
certificates called LumaCert.

Tehranipoor et al. [53] Secure mobile banking in smart phones – A
pattern-based authentication approach

An introduction to a new method based on the analysis of mobile banking users’
input patterns like duration of data input, finger pressure level and touch physical
dimensions in using touch screens to deal with existing threats.

Yan et al. [54] The aging of iris in biometric recognition A study on the effects of aging on iris pattern with VeriEye, IrisBEE and Cam-2
algorithm and LG 2200 camera on 46 samples.

Wang [55] A need for peer-to-peer strong local
authentication protocol (P2PSLAP) in mobile
banking

An introduction to peer-to-peer strong local authentication protocol (P2PSLAP)

Parei and Hamidi [36] Mobile biometric security systems for today and
tomorrow

A study on existing biometric systems for mobile phone, operating system, and
developing application programs for biometric security

Chen et al. [56] FIRME: face and iris recognition for mobile
engagement

An introduction to face and iris recognition for mobile engagement

Rahman et al. [57] An efficient approach for online banking
authentication in South Africa and Europe

A study on the acceptance of e-banking and focus on the authentication
mechanisms used in South Africa and Europe

Kapale et al. [58] Information system of biometric authentication
in mobile banking.

This work has focused on the development of cryptographic methods for the
protection of biometric patterns.

Latha and Thangasamy [59] Your phone knows you: almost transparent
authentication for smart phones

An introduction to a transparent and adaptable authentication framework fir
smart phones

Mordini and Carlo [60] The effects of iris aging on the reliability of a
recognition

A study on the effects of aging on iris pattern with VeriEye, MIRLIN IRIS – OSIRIS
and BiomIrisSDK algorithm and IrisCUBE camera on 58 samples.

Ahonen et al. [29] Biometric security system: A study on combined
biometric techniques for generating a
cryptographic key

This paper has focused on how biometric can provide tools with more security.

Alur et al. [35] A study on the reliability of mobile banking in
Iran

A study on the constraints, the mediating role of capabilities, and the effects of
adjustment of personal innovations and subjective norms on consumers’
attitudes towards mobile banking in Iran.

Daqiang et al. [61] Biometric technology: not alternative to
password but complementary

A study on the inherent flaws in passwords and biometric technology and an
description of their strengths in combined use for improving security in
application programs

Giroux and Pigot [28] The acceptance of mobile banking: A review of
the literature

An analysis of the existing studies on the acceptance of mobile banking and
mapping the basic theories based on which researchers predicted consumers’
intentions.

Parei and Hamidi [19] A linear regression analysis of the aging in
biometric iris recognition

A study on the effects of aging on iris pattern with VeriEye, Daugman’s SDK and
BiomIrisSDK algorithm on 70 samples.

(continued on next page)
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Table 3 (continued).
Authors Title Description

Eleonora [62] Improving security in application programs of
e-banking with multimodal biometrics

An introduction to some concepts in these two fields: e-banking and biometric.
The development of Java software for the simulation of access to an e-banking
web page.

In and Kyoochun [63] A study on the development of user biometric
authentication in mobile phones

An overview of the development of user biometric authentication in mobile
phones

Nataliia and Elena [64] Mobile banking services from the perspective of
actor-network: Implications for convergence and
standardization

A study on the competition and cooperation amongst mobile phone owners,
banks, other related parties in mobile banking in South Korea

O’droma and Ganchev [31] Biometric authentication based on profile
pictures for mobile security

An overview of biometric authentication based on profile pictures for mobile
security

Fig. 2. The weak and strong points of a variety of biometric techniques.

3.1. Main authentication methods

These kind ofmethods are broadly used for the access of people
to large systems of organizations or access to health care systems
for patients’ information, and also for using things related to the
Internet. These method are categorized as follows:

• ‘‘Knowledge-based’’ like passwords
• ‘‘Ownership-based’’ like using smart phones and hardware

tokens
• ‘‘Bio-based’’ like using biometric, behavioral and inherent

features (voice, signature, type, iris, retina, fingerprint, and
hand geometry and face recognition). The studies proved that
this category is more secure.

3.1.1. Biometric authentication with fingerprint
It can be done using specific areas of skin like valleys and

ridges. Fingerprint scanners are mostly thermal, optical, capacitive
or ultrasound. In the first type, heat is converted into electricity. In
the second, visible light is used to take fingerprint. In a capacitance
scanner, there are capacitive pixels and each element records a
single pixel of the final image.

3.1.2. Biometric authentication with ultrasound method
Qualcomm Technologies was founded in 1985 in San Diego,

California, US. In 1990s, this company produced telecommunica-
tions products and mobile networks equipment. They produced
Scorpion processors and Krait from the Snapdragon series. The
technology of 3D fingerprint prints are adaptable to 400, 600, and
800 series. In this kind of sensor, at first ultrasound waves are
sent to finger surface, and then the energy of the received waves
from finger is measured with these advantages: accuracy of 0.05

Table 4
Comparison between biometric techniques.
Biometric
techniques

Weak points Strength point

Fingerprint
recognition

The need for additional hardware,
the difficulty of obtaining
high-quality images, the lack of
efficiency in certain circumstances

Use and wide
acceptance, low cost,
good accuracy

Face
recognition

The need for additional hardware,
lack of efficiency in certain
circumstances

Use and wide
acceptance, good
accuracy and less
fraud

Iris recognition The need for additional hardware,
high cost, high time authentication

High precision,
non-rigging

Hand geometry
recognition

The need for additional hardware,
precision

Easy to use, less fraud

Detection palms The need for additional hardware,
high cost

Public acceptance,
high precision

Voice
recognition

Relatively low accuracy,
inefficiencies in certain
circumstances

Widespread adoption,
ease of use, remote
authentication

Signature
recognition

Relatively low accuracy Wide acceptance,
non-rigging

Behavior
detection

Non-performance under certain
conditions

Continuous
Authentication

Hit the key
dynamics

Inconsistent accuracy, lack of
efficiency under certain conditions

Continuous
Authentication, does
not require specific
hardware

Dynamic touch Inconsistent accuracy, lack of
efficiency under certain conditions

Continuous
Authentication, does
not require specific
hardware

Table 5
Comparison between fingerprint scanners.

Optical Capacitive Ultrasound

Size Rather big, using
camera

Can be embedded
in small devices

Can be embedded
in small devices

Cost Medium Low High

Sensitivity Sensitive to water
and stain

Sensitive to water
and stain

Sensitive to water
and stain

Power
consumption

120 mA 200 mA 6 µA

millimeter, full scanning of finger surface is done with accuracy of
1000 DPI (dots per inch) in a short period of time, not sensitive
to skin fat, dryness or cut, the capability to recognize skin pores,
and the most important one is adaptability to other fingerprint
databases (Table 5).

With regard to the basic problems of passwords like frequency,
forgetting, stealing, phishing, blind search attacks, and the diffi-
culty of typing passwords on mobile phones, therefore, it is nec-
essary to find a solution in order to maintain security. As you
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Table 6
Evaluating global and reliable standards.
Section Standard Details

The European
Union

EU Data Protection
Directions (EUDPD)

Requiring all EU members for
applying security directions

Finance/Banking Security directions for
auditors (the United
States)

Description of online banking
security requirements

Finance/Banking
and Services

The Gramm–Leach–Bliley
Act (GLB/GLBA)

The set of requirements for
the security and
confidentiality of collected
financial information

Finance/Small
Payment Process

The Payment Card
Industry Data Security
Standard (PCIDSS)

The framework for secure
processing of payments cards
data: authentication, fraud
detection and prevention

Health
care/Medical
documents

Health Insurance
Portability and
Accountability Act
(HIPAA)

Access control, auditing, data
integration, coding standards
for health data

The US Department
of Education

Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA)

Confidentiality standards for
student data including report
cards, registration, invoice
issuance

The US
Government

Federal Information
Processing Standard
(FIPS) by National
Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)

Description of
authentication, encryption
key management and
physical security in US
organizations

know today, different standards are developed to ensure security
in various technologies, so there have been always attempts to
extract an international standard for use in various applications
so that a comprehensive method with optimal accuracy and speed
can be found, for example, ISMS standard in information security
management system used in organizations. Integrated standards
with high accuracy are also necessary for using biometrics. To do
so, a list of various standards have been collected and illustrated in
Table 6.

3.2. Fast identity online and password-free authentication

In 2013 Interop fair in US, Michael Barrett, the former Chief
Information Security Officer for PayPal, after presenting a grave-
stone with these words ‘‘Passwords (1961–2013)’’, pointed out
that passwords failed on the Internet and showed that they would
not survive any longer.

The fast identity online Alliance is a non-profit organization in
the field of authentication in virtual space which was formed by
large and main industry companies in 2012, and then officially
launched in February 2013. It further developed later after some
major companies like Google, Microsoft, RSA and the other, which
have formed its board, joined it. This consortium has been formed
with the purpose of replacing passwords with a secure and adapt-
able protocol for industry which can be also user-friendly.

The fast identity online Alliance is studying and working on
technologies like fingerprint scanners, voice and face recognition
alongside with the existing solutions such as NFC and dispos-
able passwords. In addition to high-level security, Internet service
providers (ISPs) provided a simple and easy method for users
through the invention of fast identity online standard. The main
idea of the central service is the standardization of client layers and
changed protocols. This results in applying the biometric authen-
tication methods which are adaptable to multiple online services.
Furthermore, a combination of biometric methods and public key
cryptography standard or the facilitation of user authentication
will accelerate the process of replacing passwords in application
systems.

Table 7
The general framework of registration process.

Steps Details

1 Open URL At first, the user’s request is
inserted in a web browser.

2 Open https URL The request is sent to the relying
party (RP) which can be an
application software or a server.

3 http OK + legacy login form The login form is displayed to the
browser.

4 Show legacy login form The login form is displayed to the
user.

5 Enter legacy password and
submit

The username and password are
inserted in this form.

6 Submit form The login form is submitted.

7 Verify password In this step, the username and
password are verified.

8 Trigger UAF reg. request The registration request is sent to
the server.

9 Generate reg. request The registration request is
generated.

10 UAF reg. request The registration request is sent to
the RP.

11 UAF reg. request + session
binding

RP sends the registration message
to the user.

12 UAF reg. request + App ID + TLS
binding

The browser receives the
registration request.

13 Retrieve list of Facet IDs
identified by app ID (URL)

TLS is checked. The client has also
certificate to make anyone spying
the communication unable, and
only the real user gains access.

14 Return facet ID list The connected is checked for
recognizing the website or
application software.

15 Select authenticator according
to policy

In the client-side, fast identity
online extracts and call rules and
accesses, for example which
biometric must be identified.

16 Trigger registration The client sends the message to the
interface.

17 Generate KHAccess Token The interface generates an access
token and sends it with the
message to the biometric scanning
device.

18 Trigger registration The access is sent.

19 Trigger user verification Fingerprinting is executed.

20 Verify user The registration is executed.

21 Generate Uauth key pair specific
to App ID (and username)

The public and private keys are
generated which is done with
application software identifier,
username.

22 Return KRD object (incl.
attestation and Uauth.pub)

The public key is inserted in the
message and then sent.

23 Return KRD The public key, username and
application software identifier are
sent to the client.

24 Return UAF reg. response
(contains KRD)

The server generates the
registration response.

25 Return UAF reg. response
(contains KRD)

The response is send to the browser
and RP.

26 Send UAF reg. response RP sends the response to the server.

27 Verify attestation and store new
U auth.publickey

RP sends the response to the server.

28 Return verification result The verification result is returned.
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Table 8
The general framework of applying biometric to fast identity online technology.
Row Steps Details

1 Open URL At first, the user’s request is
inserted in a web browser.

2 Open https URL The request is sent to the relying
party (RP) which can be an
application software or a server.

3 Trigger UAF auth request RP sends the request to the client.

4 Generate auth request The registration request is
generated for verification by the
client.

5 Return UAF auth request The client returned the request to
RP.

6 Return UAF auth request The authentication request is
returned.

7 Send UAF Auth request + App
ID + TLS

TLS is checked to make anyone
spying the communication unable,
and only the real user gains access.

8 Retrieve facet ID list identified
by App ID (URL)

Receiving the list of system
application interfaces.

9 Return facet ID list The connected is checked for
recognizing the website or
application software.

10 Select authenticator according
to policy

In the client-side, fast identity
online extracts and call rules and
accesses, for example which
biometric must be identified.

11 Trigger authentication Sending the authentication
command to the interface.

12 Trigger authentication (incl. KH
Access token)

Sending it to the biometric
scanning device.

13 Trigger user\verification In this step, the
previously-recorded fingerprint is
verified.

14 Verify user User identity is reviewed and
recognized.

15 Unlock U auth and compute
Authentication result

Then the private key is unlocked
until the authentication result is
returned.

16 Return sign data The data sent from the server is
returned.

17 Return sign data The data is sent to the client.

18 Return UAF Auth response
(contains sign data)

The client receives the response
and generate a response.

19 Return UAF auth response
(contains sign data)

The final response is sent to the
browser.

20 Send UAF auth response The user sends the response to RP.

21 Verify RP sends it to the server.

22 Send verification result The server verify the user with the
extracted public key.

23 Send protected data + session
binding

It then sends it to RP.

24 Finish Finally, the user enters the system.

4. Infrastructure of the IoT based on biometric in smart health-
care system

4.1. System framework

The Internet of Things (IoT) based on proposed biometric re-
quires continuous security strategies including 4 levels such as
the IoT device level, the Connectivity level, the analytical and data
management level, and access and application level. Fig. 3 shows
the proposed method.

4.1.1. Level 1, [50]: the IoT device level and sensors
The first level that relates to the device consists of smart things

and biometric sensors which is used to collect the necessary data
from users in the smart environment [50]. This level can hold the
required information through biometric sensors.

4.1.2. Level 2, [50,65]: Connectivity level
As the name implies, the obtained data from a biometric system

can be transmitted through this level to data centers and weber
[50,65].

4.1.3. Level 3, [50,66]: the analytical and data management level
Smart things and internet devices of the things are connected

in the form of a private weber through the communication system
with different short range [50,66].

4.1.4. Level 4, [50,67]: Access and application level
At this level, by using application programming interfaces, the

industry can provide various services or applied applications and
expand it with the help of the university such as taking care of the
patient at home [50,67].

4.2. Fast identity online technology

Given the growing use of the Internet and electronic services of
economical and commercial sections, today maintaining the secu-
rity of information exchange is considered a matter of importance.
To do so, one of the biggest challenges is the applications of tools
connected to internet to gain the access to data in companies. As
there are growing crimes parallel with the growth of internet and
electronic services, it is critical to offer new and effective solu-
tions for maintaining the security of information exchange. The
application of usernames and passwords is considered a method
which has facedmany challenges so far. To note themain problems
of password: they are frequent, can be forgotten and stolen, are
repeated to remember more easily, using ordinary and accessible
passwords like ID number or birth date, phishing and blind search
attacks, the difficulty of typing passwords on mobile phones, the
applications of IoT and access to large volume data.

Given the above-mentioned cases, it feels necessary to make
use of new solutions of security and authentication which are
based on proof of identity or genuine software.

4.2.1. Fast identity online standard
• Data in fast identity online banking: one of the key factors

in internet banking reliability for clients is proof of identity
or authentication which is generally based on username and
password. The applications of biometrics is then a necessity
whose main challenge is the right choice of one or more
biometrics for user authentication.

• Mobile payments: applying biometric authentication like se-
curity and speed for preventing fraud in all transactions like
NFCpayments, purchase bymobile application programs, P2P
money transfer, and cardless e-commerce.

• Other e-commerce services: trade in global markets requires
security and implementationwithout disclosing information.
And as electronic interactions are not face-to-face, authenti-
cation is considered a case for electronic security. If the sides
of a trade interaction can be proved to be who they claim to
be through a reliable method, one of the existing problems of
electronic transactions can be certainly solved.

The change of fast identity online authenticationmethods has been
decided as themain aimof the fast identity onlineAlliance. The first
version of fast identity online protocolswas published inDecember
9, 2014. For a vast variety of applications and deployment scenar-
ios, two different protocols are available which are directly related
to IoT andwhosemain application is to access the large volume and
highly important data of organizations. These twomajor protocols
are UAF and U2F described below.
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Fig. 3. IoT infrastructure based on biometric in smart healthcare system.

4.2.2. Universal Authentication Framework (UAF)
A passwordless protocol which uses users’ biometrics for au-

thentication.
This protocol allows users to register an active device like smart

phone or tablet in a server or website which supports fast identity
online. The device user or client either has the UAF capability on or
it submits a pin or a local biometric. In thismethod, user register his
device through a local authentication mechanism such as finger-
print, looking into a camera, talking on a microphone, using a pin
etc. UAF protocol allows services to choose available mechanisms
for user. After the initial registration, user can simply carry out the
authentication process wherever and whenever. This protocol also
provides the capability to combinemultiple authenticationmecha-
nisms like fingerprint with pin. UAF protocol includes registration,
authentication, transaction confirmation, and the cancellation of
registration (Fig. 4).

4.2.3. Universal 2nd Factor (U2F)
Aprotocolwhich uses a hardware token for authentication. This

protocol makes use of a strong second factor for authentication
which includes a finger touch designed on a USB device. The
user of U2F has it on his device with the adaptability to various
web browsers. This method makes it possible for online security
services to strengthen its existing password framework by adding
a strong second factor for user login. User simply submits it by
pushing a button on the USB device or through NFC technology.

Now, the below program is provided for client:

And the below scheme is developed for coding scanned infor-
mation (Fig. 5), Parei and Hamidi [19].

4.3. The methodology for using smart healthcare systems

In Fig. 6, the smart healthcare systems was analyzed in a down-
ward view. It can benoticed that the caretaker or the doctor is using
an android application to receive alerts and exchange messages
to learn more about the status of a particular patient in real-
time. When the local server starts up, the Web services run from
the database to collect information and make them available to
users. At the same time, the decision-making module initiates the
Boots trapper system, which will decide how the image should be
processed; this depends on the system workload which has been
recorded by the workload analyzer. The Fig. 6 shows the general
direction of the research. So far, the most important network se-
curity services and protocols have been identified and categorized
according to the literature. These factors are based on literature
review and previous studies for other security systems based on
network and communication protocols.

According to the variables in Fig. 6, in order to identify require-
ments for assessing systems and security protocols applicable to
smart healthcare systems, questionnaires three pieces of informa-
tion were designed and prepared as follows: individual informa-
tion, organizational information and requirement significance. In
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Fig. 4. UAF protocol building blocks, Parei and Hamidi [19].

Fig. 5. Coding in fast identity online 5.

order to examine the validity and reliability of the questionnaire,
the test–retest reliability questionnaire was used initially at two-
time intervals for 5 people and the questionnaire reliability index
was evaluated earlier.

In the following, solutions for the selected indexes, based on
literature deduction and literature study, were proposed, the basic
needs for users from network security systems. Then we inquired
of experts familiar with network security and computer security
tools to identify equivalent security services for possible imple-
mentation and solutions.

Furthermore, in the present research, we have used two multi-
criteria decision-making methods to have more realistic and more
practical results. Library and field study approaches have beenused
to collect data as well as a questionnaire.

In the input and output ports of the Level 1 and the Level 2, we
used two hardware (or software) encryption devices together with
AES cryptographic algorithm to prevent data leakage and provide
data protection against eavesdropping. As shown in Fig. 6, a sum-
mary of three levels of the smart healthcare systems architecture
are as follows:
(i) the level zero (red rectangle) being responsible for taking pic-
tures;
(ii) the level one (green rectangle) being responsible for home
monitoring and the health monitoring of patients at homes, main-
taining confidentiality;
(iii) the level two (rectangle blue) being responsible for processing
images when the local server is overloaded.
Therefore, the smart healthcare systems is divided into three levels
(higher than the computer capacity): the zero level always runs

in Raspberry, which takes photos of the patients in real time.
The photograph stage is supported by the presence sensor, but
facial recognition can or cannot be run due to the loading anal-
ysis. When the workload is low, the scanner performs zero-level
pre-processing of face recognition and allows the patient to be
monitored with his facial expressions. Therefore, the zero level is
always responsible for taking photos, but processing is only done
when few patients and rooms are to be monitored. The level one
of the architecture monitors homes and health status of patients.
Therefore, this level requires more processing power and more
storage because it controls the entire system. At level 2, image
processing when the local server is overloaded, so a balanced
architecture is set up which allows the smart healthcare systems
architecture to be scalable. This level can often be used when the
environment of a clinic or a hospital is intended to be monitored.

5. Findings

The Internet of Things are vulnerable for some reasons. First, its
elements are often not protected and may be physically in danger.
On the other hand as most of the communications are wireless,
spying has become very easy. Finally, most of IoT elements are
low-level in energy and PC sources and cannot then execute com-
plicated patterns of security protection. In particular, the major
problems mainly include data integration and verification. User
verification is so difficult because it requires to facilitate servers
and substructures whose performance is based on transferring
proper messages to other nodes. In IoT, such solutions cannot
be applied because RFID labels cannot send a large number of
messages to servers, this problem is also applicable to sensor
nodes. During recent years, many solutions were proposed for
RFID systems. Although the problem has not been dealt yet as
it should be and there are still serious issues, the current paper
offers a new solution. In fact, none of existing solutions cannot
help solve the problem and eliminate the risk of proxy, which
is known as man-in-the-middle attacks. Solutions related to data
integration must guarantee that an opposite cannot transfer data
into a constant flow. Combining RFID systems with the Internet
may arise new problems and issue because they are not often
controlled properly. Data can be changed by hackers while being
stored or transferred through a network. For the protection of
data and information against the first type of attacks, memory is
mainly protected in most of label-based technologies and there is
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Fig. 6. General method for smart healthcare systems.

no solution for wireless sensor networks. For the second type of
attacks, data is protected through HMAC pattern which is based
on a shared secret key between the communicating parties which
is used with an integrated performance to provide the required
security. Users are notwilling to accept these technologieswithout
the reliability for privacy in a world of connected sensors and
devices. In regard to the expansion of the Internet, the International
Telecommunication Union reported that there are growing con-
cerns about privacy and data protection, it particularly can track
users’ movement, practices, and persistence-based top issues as
sensors and smart labels. As a result, it is highly critical to use
acceptable standards in this regard. In general, user login must
be done according to the steps of Fig. 7 in order to implement
and applying fast identity online technology. In this framework,
the initial identity recognition and identifying are executed in 28
steps which is useful for e-banking applications, data access and
the Internet of Things.
Provisioning: During client registration process, users are able to
register with one or more authenticator identifiers which are valid
for server. In this phase, an authentication key pair is generated
which is unique for authenticator user and relying party. The public
key is sent to the server and the private one is stored securely in
the client-side. The server checks the validity of authenticator with
the previously-published authentication key in order to minimize
the risk of SPOOF. In this phase, user must carry out the action
required by the authenticator, for example fingerprinting. The
resultant biometric is not sent to the server for maintaining users’
privacy. If it requires to register, fingerprint scan will suffice on

the one side of new authenticator and there will be no need for
a key pair. Registration process starts in this way that the new user
registration request is sent to the server. The server then sends
the list of the valid authenticators and the supported policy to the
client. So, the registration of authenticator users is chosen which
is based on policy and the generation of key pair. The public key
is sent to the server and finally the authenticator is verified by the
authentication key (Table 7).

In the next phase, there are the speaker recognition and the
compatibility with the recorded information of users in 23 steps as
its diagram illustrated in Fig. 8. Authentication includes two parts:
local user authentication for client and client authentication for
server. Server authentication is based on the challenge–Response
protocol in which the server authentication request generates a
challenge and send it to the client. The server also provides one
or more acceptable authenticator and the client chooses from
authenticators and asks the user to carry out the required action
with the specified method. This process includes the following
steps (Table 8):

1. The beginning of authentication process, sending applica-
tion software identifier and username to the server.

2. The server sends the challenge and policy to the client.
3. User verificationwith the chosen authenticator according to

the server policy like fingerprint.
4. Sending the authentication response to the web application.
5. The verification of the response by the public key.

In final, the server is executed on the main-relying party side
infrastructure. The server is part of the application software which
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Fig. 7. The general framework of biometric registration in fast identity online technology.

is executed on the user’s devices. The authenticator is integrated
with the user’s device; and after these phases, the user can sim-
ply connect to the system. In addition, another idea which can
be developed is the simultaneous use of multiple authentication
methods which guarantees high security and accuracy.

The Research can be described as organized attempts to inves-
tigate a particular issue that needs a specific solution and includes
steps which are designed and implemented to provide answers to
the problem. Our objective is to guarantee users’ privacy. In this
regard, we employed encryption mechanisms and develop data
tunneling protocols such as SSL and EOIP. We also tried to provide
security for Transport layers with the aim of preventing security
and privacy threats. Active Directory (AD) and SSL services were
used to maintain the security of the Session layer, the security of
the Presentation layer and the security of the Application layer.
Furthermore, for a higher level of security in the Physical layer,
Access Control List (ACL) andPort securitywere applied toNetwork
layer together with RFID technology and metal racks. Sensor layer
includes physical devices such as RFID technology, WSN and Base
Station; Core layer mainly consists of network and internet; Ap-
plication layer contains various distributed networks such as P2P,
Grid, as well as communication and application systems. In order
to ensure the accuracy of ACL and the accuracy of the installed fire-
wall, server and client ports were scanned using Netstat and –ano
key. The results indicate an appropriate and accurate performance
of the security policies applied to ACL and firewall in network-
defined switches (Fig. 9).

1 http://www.susieandsecurity.com/2016/06/.

TCPView utility enables us not only to detect open ports but
also, as an interesting process, displays remote and local connec-
tions such as in-use sent and received packets. Furthermore, open
remote and local ports were scanned using Portqry.exe command-
line utility. In Fig. 10, using Portqty.exe, open available ports on the
remote host were scanned to 192.168.0.7 IP address in the range of
150–160.

Wireshark utility was used to monitor input and output server
traffic. In the following illustration, the Wireshark’s performance
is shown. According to the logs, no suspicious traffic was found.

As shown in Fig. 11,Wireshark uses green, blue and black colors
to help us identify the types of traffic. By default, green is TCP
traffic, dark blue is DNS traffic, light blue is UDP traffic and black
identifies packets with problems—for example, they could have
been delivered out-of-order.

6. Discussion

According to the various studies, a biometric systems in smart
health includes: Firstly, measuring tools: they form the user inter-
face. Another important factor is biometrics is the easy use. The
tools must be based on instinct and minimize the space for failure.
These tools must be friendly-user for people and the disabled.
Secondly, operating software: it includes arithmetic algorithms

2 https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/download/tcpview/.
3 https://superuser.com/questions/99039/any-good-utility-to-track-

outgoing-traffic-and-requests-from-win-pc.

http://www.susieandsecurity.com/2016/06/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/download/tcpview/
https://superuser.com/questions/99039/any-good-utility-to-track-outgoing-traffic-and-requests-from-win-pc
https://superuser.com/questions/99039/any-good-utility-to-track-outgoing-traffic-and-requests-from-win-pc
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Fig. 8. The general framework of Authentication with fingerprinting and fast identity online technology.

Fig. 9. Netstate environment.1

that compare parameter values with the basic pattern. The newest
algorithms are less dependent on statistical modeling and they
are more based on dynamic planning, neural networks, and fuzzy
logic which increase flexibility. Therefore, the probability that a
person, for example, is not accepted for a small stain or something
like that, is low provided that the rest of the pattern accurately
accords [42]. Thirdly, hardware and external systems: In addition,

the application, reliability and costs of the systemoften depends on
hardware to the same extent as measuring tools. Some methods
(like fingerprint test) typically are proper for the applications in
distributed systems, while other methods (like voice recognition)
are proper for centralized systems.

It must be noted that biometrics can be used in two fields:
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Fig. 10. Portgry environment.2

• Identification: The system recognized the person through
search and comparing a particular pattern with all the users’
patterns in the database. In this field, it is tried to accurately
recognize the person’s identity. The recognition is based on
the comparison between the recorded data and all the users’
data in database; so the system executes the 1-N comparison
in order to recognize the person’s identity. Identification is
a major element in negative recognition systems by which
a biometric system states whether a person is someone he
denied to be or not. The purpose of negative recognition is to
prevent the use of multiple identities by an individual. This
field is also useful for positive recognition (the user does not
need to reveal his identity). While traditional methods such
as password, identification number, and key are only applied
to positive recognition, negative recognition is only possible
with biometrics [43].

• Verification: In this field, it is checked whether a person
accords the claimed identity or not. Verification is only based
on the comparison with a claimed particular pattern. So, it is
necessary to consider these two fields separately. Verification
is used for positive recognition whose purpose is to prevent
the use of single identity by several persons.

Biometric devices are always under various attacks. This type of
attacks include: database attacks, system input ports attacks, and
identification system attacks using false biometric traits. Hackers
generally use different methods to deceive identification systems
such as scanned images of face or iris, voice print, gelatin finger-
print, or even corpses’ fingers. Identification process can be based
on both software (reading and processing biometric data) and
hardware [68]. One method for preventing identification system
attacks, is the application of combined and multiple biometrics in
the identification process. Although this can increases the costs, it
is highly effective [42]. The final solution to overcome the problems
of biometric technologies, is the simultaneous use of different

biometrics in a system. This method is termed ‘‘layered’’. Experts
make use of the layered method in high security systems. This
method is based on amultimodal systemwhich combines a variety
of biometric identification methods like iris scanning or voice
patterns; and therefore the security factor is improved [69]. To do
so, we need to prioritize and make the choice based on the highest
scores: In this step, wemultiply ‘‘the related feature vector of each
technique based a particular criterion’’ by the weight of the same
criterion and add them together, and the priority of each technique
is calculated (Fig. 12):

According to the obtained results, fingerprint biometric is the
highest priority and then keystroke, so the combination of these
twomust behighly efficient and is recommended for IoT and access
to big databases due to the low costs of implementation and high-
level security.

With a brief review of the presented results in Table 9, it can
be concluded that physiological biometric techniques are more
efficient than behavioral biometric techniques. Collecting and pro-
cessing of sensor data are performed to define dynamic attribute
values. The result is the increasing time and a complicated commu-
nication. Currently, this process is performed either in offlinemode
or in parallel with downloading encrypted data. Cryptographic
evaluation for smart devices in different platforms can also extend
the topic. Another limitation is the precision or the number of
available algorithms which identify user’s behavior. In a possible
topic, an application, which collects data from sensors of smart
devices, is developed to organize user’s behavior. It is important to
assess the security ofmobile equipment and the privacy protection
type in smart healthcare systems, while it is also important to
develop a new algorithm using machine learning techniques to
fill the gaps between theory and practice. The models are either
changed to fully secure ones or their complexity are improved
by the fast-decryption technique and the coupled computation
outsourcing.
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Fig. 11. Wireshark graphical user interface (execution environment). 3 (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Table 9
The result of experimental study on biometric techniques.
Biometric Acceptability Operation Collecting Stability Uniqueness Use in smart healthcare systems

Fingerprint recognition High High Normal Normal High High
Face recognition High Low High Normal Low High
Iris recognition Low High Normal/Low Normal/High High High
Hand geometry recognition Normal Normal High Normal Normal High
Detection palms Low High Normal High High High
Voice recognition High Low High Low Low High
Signature recognition High Low High Low Low High
Detection walk Low Low Normal Low Normal High
Behavior detection Normal Low High Low Low High
Hit the key dynamics High Low High Low Normal –

7. Conclusions

Actual development of the smart healthcare systems requires
measures to ensure the custom privacy and security levels. More
precisely, there is no single version of privacy obligations and
security ensuring in such an inhomogeneous systemwhere various
technologies and communication standards are involved. In fact,
proper solutions which are independent of the operating system
should be applied to ensure the following items: confidentiality,
access control, users’ privacy, Things privacy, reliability between
devices and users, desirability with the defined privacy and secu-
rity policies. Research efforts also need to deal with IoT integra-
tion and communication technologies in smart healthcare systems
through a secure IoT middleware, as well as being able to oppose

restrictions defined by system protection. IoT security, and confi-
dentiality and privacy protection in mobile devices are the other
areas of the research. Although many attempts have been made
over the world to investigate the mentioned topics, a range of is-
sues is still under debate, which needs to be considered. Generally,
security in the internet of medical things is a function of the way
we manage security risks. In fact, security of a piece of equipment
is a function of the risk that the equipment faces; the damage that
the risk causes; the time and resources that are needed to reach
an acceptable level of protection. If a user works with sensitive
services that cannot tolerate high risks (such as traffic control and
medical equipment which are connected to the internet), the user
will need to allocate considerable resources to protect the system
or the equipment. If, on the contrary, security is not a matter of
concern for the user (for example, user’s refrigerator connected to
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Fig. 12. The final results: The priority of biometrics.

the internet is hacked and can send spam), he is not likely to pay
much for complicated security architectures. Therefore, we need
to adopt procedures to cut costs of the security policies and these
procedures are the current challenge. The growing use of smart
healthcare systems, the electronic services provided by economical
and commercial institutions, and the expansion ofmeans and tools
to enter the cyber space, highlight the inceasing importance of
information exchange security. As there are increasingly growing
and complicated crimes in parallel with this growth, it is always
necessary to provide new and advanced solutions to provide secu-
rity for information exchange. In this paper, we described the basic
features of the Internet of Things in smart healthcare systems, and
presented the foresight of application programs for secure access.
In addition, we discussed on the main challenge we would face
for developing the Internet of Things and the proposed method
based on biometrics for using smart healthcare systems was also
described. Given that the Internet has considerably changed our
lifestyle and virtually influenced our communications both in the
level of working practices and social relationships. Given the im-
portance of secure connections of things to the Internet and access
to them, biometric features are used as identifiers; because they
cannot be borrowed, bought, forgotten and they are very difficult
to forge or copy.
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